Tim to the Lighthouse (Little Tim) by Edward Ardizzone

Exciting Story, Appealing To Girls And Boys

One stormy night, Tim notices that the lighthouse is dark. Without its light, ships can't steer clear of the rocks. Tim, Ginger, and Charlotte row out to the lighthouse, only to find its keeper knocked unconscious. Dangerous men have turned off the light and are now waiting to plunder the ships that crash. While Tim and Charlotte guard the lighthouse, Ginger rows for help. The night is dark and the sea is rough. Will he make it?

My Personal Review:
I first read Edward Ardizzoni books as a child forty plus years ago. I now read them to my kindergarten class of five year olds.....we are all rivetted to the spot together.

These books have lost none of their charm or suspense factor, NO MATTER THAT COMPUTERES, IPODS, DVDS ETC ETC WERE NOT EVEN DREAMT OF WHEN THEY WERE WRITTEN, THIS IS TIMELESS CHILDRENS LITERATURE AT ITS BEST.

H.E.Cuming
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